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ABSTRACT

Hacısalihoğlu [1 ] obtained two important coroîlaries by using Holditch’s Theorem which. 
is well’known for one-parameter closed planar motions. Müller [2 ] re-stated Holditch’s Theorem 
for the parts of snrface in E^. In this paper, we extended the coroîlaries of Hacısalihoğlu 

applying Müller’s technique to spatial motions and the parts of surface in E^.

T. Introduction

Let us assume that ıp is a surface and X = (uçv) is a point on in the 
3-dimensional Euclidean space E’. The position vector X can be written

0X - X =
3
S Xiei

1=1
(1)

where {O; e'1’ Cj} is an orthonormal frame in F?. Let F be a con-
nected domain on and the functions Xi(u.v) on this domain be dif-
ferentiable. If we denoted by

811 gi2

then we can hav e
= <Xn,Xv>, g 22 = = gllg22—gl2

dF = duAdv (2)
and dF is called the scalar arca element of ıp on
mal vector field of tbe snrface tp, at the point X, is

F, [2]. The unit nor-

where,

= --------- (x„XXv).

,> denotes the scalar product, A denotes the alternate product
and X denotes the cross product.
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Thus the vectoral arca element can be defined as:

1dF = —-— dx:xdx = ndF (4)2

■vvhere x denotes the cross product betvveen vectors and also the al- 

ternate product bctwcen 1- fonns [3]. The vector F which defined by

F = r ; dF 
F

(5)

is called the area vector of tp on the domain F. Let P be a plane passing

through the origin point. The orthogonal projection of vector F in the di-

rection of e = e^ on the plane P is

<e. F^ — <e, J J dFp> = F". 
F

(6)

Hence, F“ is called the projection area of tp.

II. The Holditch’s Theorem for The Parts of Surface in E’

Let {0; Cj, e.■2’ ej and {0'; e'j, e'^, e'j} be two right-handed sets
of orthonormal unit vectors which are rigidly hnked to moving space R 
and the fixed space R’, respectively. It is shown that ([3 ])

deı = Wjek — Wkej , (i, j, k cyclic). (7)

If the Pfaff forms wı, 1< 
u and V, then (7) defines

:i<3, are the functions of the real variables 
a 2-parameter rotation motions. These Pfaff

forms are not independent of each other. Therefore, they must satisfy 
the conditions of integrability. Hence,

dwi = WiAwk. (8)

Let X be a fixed point on the moving space R, then

O'X = 0'0 + OX
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or

x' = U X •

Therefore, we obtain

(9)

dx' = du + dx = ff + wAx (10)

where du = c and dx = wxx. If the components of dx', are denoted

by Tl, l<i<3, then

d^'ı = Tl = Gi + XjWk — XkWj. (11)

The volüme element of the point X is 

dJx = TjAtjAtj (12)

[1]. The equation (12) is a linear quadratic from with respect to
xı. l<i<3. If some suitable coordinates are choosen, then 

g^AgiAivi + GkAGjAwı = 0

and

cjıAwiAwt — GjAwjAwk = 0. (13)

Let aı be given by

aı = (7iAwjAwk, l<i<3, (14)

from equation (13) the volüme element of the point X becomes

3
S «1X12

1=1
(15)

vhere, dJo = g^Ag^ Agj is the volüme element of the point O during 
the motion. If we write

Gi = SilWl + Si2W2 + Sjj-MTj (16)

then (13) nda (14) give us
sjj -|- Sji ■— 0, SjiSjk — 0.

If dJo/0, then Sn/O, and Sij=O. Further, if wedenote that Sii=sı, 
tve obtain,

SiWı, «i = SiWıAw2Aw2 (lî)

d J X — d J o
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Thus

dJx = (S1S2S2 +
3
S SiXi2) WjAw,Aw3 (18)

[2 ]. Assume that a fixed point XeR draws 
the motion. The vectoral area element, 
rc is

a
on

closed surface (p,; during 
connected subdomain

dF'x = —— (dx'xdx') = ejT2ATj CjTjAtj -p- Cj^jAt^- (19)

Hence, the area vector can be given as [2]

F'x = J ; dF'x = 
F

3 -i
L eı J f-rjAvk = 

1=1 -> r
S eıfı.

1=1
(20)

After some calculations we have

tiAtj = (sisj + x^k) WiAwj -f (xkXi — sjXj) WjAwk + (sıxı + Xj-Xk)wkAwi 

and

= /,(SiSjWıAwj + x"k f / WiAwj + KiKfc ;; WjAwk — Xj n SjWjAwk

+ xı JJ SiWkAwj + Xj\k J J wrAwİ.

Lef denote that

2aij = / f WiAwj, 2bii / J SiWiAwj, 2cij = J J SjWiAwj,

hij = J / SiSjWıAwj, a = e^a^j + e^a^j + e^Uj^. (21)

Therefore the components fi of the area vector F'x are

fi = fı(X,X) = hjk + 2cijXj — 2hkixk + 2x1 <a, (22)

Let X and Y be two fixed polnts of the moving space R and 
Z be a point on the line-segment xy such that the conıponents of Z are

Zi = + [zyı , X + [J. = 1, 1 < i 3. (23)

r r r r r
r r

Then the components of the area 
point Z, are

vector of the surface drawn by the

fi(Z,Z) = hjk + 2cijZi — 2bkiZk + 2zı<a,z>. (24)
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From (23) we have

fi(Z,Z) = X4ı{X,X) + 2Â[zfı(X,Y) + t4^ı(Y,Y).

Here the vector F'xy
3 ->
S eifi(X,Y) is also mixed area vector of 
i=l

the surface [2]. Since

F'x — 2Fxy + Fy = 2<a,x—y> (x—y) = M (25)

■we can Avnte

F'z = XFx [tFy — X[xM. (26)

Now, assume that the end points of the liue-segment XY draw the

same surface during the motion. So Fx = Fy. from (26) this implies that

F'z — F'x — X(zM. (27)

The projected area of hounded domain in the direction of e = e^ on to 
plane P is

F“z = <e, F'z> = <e, F'x> — X[x <e,M>. (28)

Let’s define the distance hetween X and Y as

D2(X,Y) = e <e, M>, e=±l. (29)

for the points X and Y of R [2]. Since we have

D(Y,Z)
D(X,Y) '

D(X,Z)
D(X,Y)X =

the equation (28) reduces to

<e, F'x> — <e, F'z> = £ D(X,Z) D(Z,Y)

or

Fnx — F“z £ D(X,Z) D(Z,Y). (30)

This equation gives us the Theorem of Holditch.
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III. Two Coroîlaries of Holditch’s Thorem for The Parts of a 
Surface In E’.

Now, in the moving space R, let us take arbitrary points M, N, X and 
Y, where aU of them on a fixed straight line k. Ict the points X and Y be
on the segment linç MN. While the points M,N draw a same surface 
part O during the motion, the points X and Y also draw two different 
surface parts ıpx aud (pY? respectively. Let F’^^ be the area between 
the orthogonal projection of O and 'yx aud F^” be the area between 
projection orthogonal projeetion of O and (pY-

Hence -vve can give the following coroîlaries:

Corollary 1, The ratio F ı“ /F2*^ depends only on relative positions 
of these four points to each other.

Proof: From (30) we have

F,n = F^m — F“x £ D(M,X) D(X,N) (31)

and

Fj” = — F“y = e D(M,Y) D(Y,N). (31')

So we have the followinq ratio.

or

Fı“ 
F^

D(M,X) 
D(M,Y)

D(X,N)
D(Y,N)

F,°
Fz”

D(M,X) , D(M,Y)
D(M,Y) ' D(M,X)

D(X,N)
D(Y,N) • (^2)

This ratio does not depend on the surface part <1>. It only depends on
the choice of the points X and Y 
we have

on the line-segment MN. Since X 7^ Y

D{M,Y)
D(M,X) 7^ 1.

If we denote l = D(M,Y)
D(M,X)

D(X,N)
D(Y,N)

J is the cross ratio of the four points M,N,X,Y, i.e. l — (MNXY).
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CoroUary 2. Let M,N,A and B, be four different fixed points in 
the moving space R. Suppose that the line segments MN and AB be 
meet at a point X. Then, each of pairs of the points M,N, and 
A,B are on the same closed surface parts or on the different surface 
parts but the areas of the arthogonal projection of these closed suf- 
face parts are equal if and only if

D(M,X) D(X,N) = D(A,X) D(X,B).

Proof: Since the points M,N,A and B are

(33)

fixed on the moving
space R the line-segments MN, AB, MA, NA, MB and NB are alsa 
fixed in R. Suppose the line segments MN and AB be meet at a 
pointe X. Now, let’s move these line segments such that the end points 
of them draw the same surface part in the fixed space R'. During the 
motion, the point X also draws another closed surface part The 
difference of the orthogonal projection area of these surface parts on 
the plane P are from (30):

and
F“m — Fnx £ D(M,X) D(X,N)

F“a — F“x

Thus we obtain

F“m — F“a = s

s D(A,X) D(X,B).

{D(M.X) D(X..N) — D(A,X) D(X,B)}. (34)

Since F"m == F’Ia, the eguation (34) gives us

D(M,X) D(X,N) = D(A,X) D(X,N). 

Conversly, suppose that

D(M,X) D(X,N) = D(A,X) D(X,B).

On the other hand we have

s D(M,X) D(X,N) = e D(A,X) D(X,B)

where e = 1. From (30), we can write

or F\

F“m — Fax 

= F“^
= F“a - F“x

This implies that the pairs of the points M,N and A,B are on the 
same surface part or on the different surface parts but whose ortho- 
gonal projected areas on the plane are eqnal.
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